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Questions:
Why can’t I see anything in a project or why are elements missing from drawing files?
Why are layers not visible?
Why is it not possible to select a privilege set in layer selection?

Answer:
Probably, you have not yet been assigned any privilege sets or the layers are frozen in the privilege set in
question. First, check whether you can select another privilege set.

1. Selecting another privilege set
To do this, select the project in question and open the layer settings(Format -> Select, Set Layers). Go to the
“Privilege set in list box” area at the top on the right and check whether you can select another privilege set
(for example, ALLPLAN).
By default, all layers have full access rights in the predefined ALLPLAN privilege set.
If there is no privilege set with full access rights, you should assign the privilege sets correctly.
This can only be done by a user with administrator privilegesor, in the case of a project-specific layer
structure, by the project owner.
Thus, log on as a user with administrator privileges and do the following:

2. Assigning a privilege set
Select the project with the frozen layers.

Open the layer settings(Format -> Select, Set Layers). Switch to the "Privilege Set" tab and click Define,
modify privilege set.
Select the relevant user and assign the privilege set using the arrows.
Click OKto confirm.

3. Adjusting layers’ access rights in the privilege set
Finally, check the access rights of the layers in the privilege set assigned.
Go to the "Privilege set in list box" area at the top on the right and select the relevant privilege set (for
example, ALLPLAN).
Check the area on the left to see whether there are frozen layers (gray or white). To change this, select these
layers or simply select all layers using CTRL+A. Then click the Full access right (modifiable)icon in the
“Change rights” area.
Click OKto confirm.
The next time you open this project, you can select this privilege set in the layer settings. You can then see all
layers and set them to modifiable.
Do the same with print sets.

Alternative:
Since version 2006, the administrator has been able to select Show all users all print sets and privilege
setsin the “Administrator options” group on the “Privilege Set” tab (“Design group” in version 2006). Thus, you
do not need to assign new users to privilege sets. This option applies to all projects.
However, as soon as a user has been given a privilege set or print set, this option no longer applies to this
user.

Note:
As a project can have its own layer structure, it is essential that you check the privilege set in the correct
project.
To find out whether a project has its own layer structure, click
File -> New Project, Open Project-> right-click the relevant project -> Properties. Check whether the path
settings for Layerstructuresare set to Officeor Project.
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